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I. Summary. 
The general purpose of much of the completed research was t o  investigate various sym- 
metry breaking problems in fluid mechanics by the use of structure parameters and selection 
principles. Although all of the nonlinear problems studied under the grant involved systems of 
partial differential equations, many of these problems led t o  the study of a single nonlinear 
operator equation of the form 
(1) F(w,X,7)=0,  w E H ,  X€R1, 7 € R 1 .  
Here H is a Hilbert space, F: H X lR1 X lR1 -+ H is a smooth mapping with F(0, X,ly) = 0 
for all real X and 7, X is typically a "load" parameter (e.g., a Reynolds number) and 7 is 
typically a "structure" parameter. Instead of varying only the load parameter X as is often 
done in the study of such equations, one of the main ideas used was t o  vary also the structure 
parameter 7 in such a way t h a t  stable solutions of (1) were obtained. In this way one deter- 
mines detailed stability results by making use of the structure of the model equations and the 
known physical parameters of the problem. Such a structure parameter method improves upon 
previous analytic methods using degree theory, catastrophe theory, singularity theory, ampli- 
tude equations, or  numerical methods using supercomputers. The  approach described has been 
carried out successfully, e.g., for Be'nard-type convection problems, Taylor-like problems for 
"short" cylinders, rotating Couette-Poiseuille channel flows, and rotating plane Couette flows 
(see the list of publications in 11). 
The  main focus of the research during the last two years of the grant was on wave theories 
of vortex breakdown in a tube. The approach again made use of structure parameters so tha t  
the approach was not necessarily restricted t o  weakly nonlinear waves as  in previous investiga- 
tions of vortex breakdown. A number of preliminary results for inviscid axisymmetric flows 
were obtained and some of these were described in detail in previous Semiannual Progress 
Reports. Although considerable progress was made in the case of special models, the general 
problem of vortex breakdown was not "solved". Work will continue t o  determine, in particular, 
large amplitude transition solutions for vortex breakdown in a tube and the NASA Technical 
Officer for the grant  will be informed by means of reprints and preprints of any future progress. 
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